PSD Weather and Climate Course
Day 2
It’s cold because it snowed.

DETAILS
The course will meet on 5 Thursday evenings, for 3 hours per session:

•
•
•
•
•

Thursday, February 4, 5:00 – 8:00 PM
Thursday, February 18, 5:00 – 8:00 PM
Thursday, March 4, 5:00 – 8:00 PM
Thursday, March 25, 5:00 – 8:00 PM
Thursday, April 1, 5:00 – 8:00 PM

Introductions & Zoom Details
Course & Content Overview

Each class will be a mix of experimentation, discussion, and explanation.

SIGNING UP
You will need to sign up for CSU credit to take part in this course. Here is a
link to the CSU registration page:

•

CSU / PSD Science of Weather and Climate Course

PSD is covering the cost of your credit, so you won’t be charged.

SCHEDULE
Links will be live shortly before the course begins
Day 1: Energy & the EM spectrum

THE SCIENCE OF WEATHER AND CLIMATE: DAY 1

• Zoom link: https://zoom.us/j/92574585808
• Outline of day’s activities with links to documents
• Link to upload daily writing assignment
Day 2: Energy in the Earth System
• Zoom link: https://zoom.us/j/92574585808
• Outline of day’s activities with links to documents (link available soon)
• Link to upload daily writing assignment
Day 3: Air, Water & Clouds
• Zoom link: https://zoom.us/j/92574585808
• Outline of day’s activities with links to documents (link available soon)
• Link to upload daily writing assignment
Day 4: Weather: Local and Global
• Zoom link: https://zoom.us/j/92574585808
• Outline of day’s activities with links to documents (link available soon)
• Link to upload daily writing assignment
Day 5: Climate and Climate Change
• Zoom link: https://zoom.us/j/92574585808
• Outline of day’s activities with links to documents (link available soon)
• Final project
• Final course survey

•
•

Details
Overview of course structure / assignment / credit / instructional approach /
mixing / questions and suggestions

Engage / Explore / Explain: Energy & Radiation

• Day 1 slides: Energy, light & matter
• Energy concepts: What is energy?
• The basic energy model
• Numbers & efficiency: How much energy does it take to perform a task?
• Electrical appliances: Measuring energy and power
Engage / Explore
• Energy and light: Writing with light
Explain: EM Spectrum
• Question: How big is light?
• Scales of energy and wavelength
• Interaction of electromagnetic waves with matter
Engage / Explore / Explain: EM Radiation
• The visible spectrum: Using the rainbow glasses
• Photon energy: What is the difference between red light and blue light?
• Beyond the rainbow, part I (Infrared filter): What's beyond the rainbow?
• Beyond the rainbow, part II (UV laser pointer + stuff that fluoresces)
• Astronomy connection: Would you get a sunburn on Mars?
• Thermal sensor: What does it measure?
Extend
• Things to try for next week
Evaluate: Today's Writing Assignment
• Write and upload answers to the following questions:
▪ What are the main lessons from this session’s activities and discussions?
▪ What questions or uncertainties about this material do you still have?
▪ What did this session make you wonder about—what questions did it
raise?

https://www.lsop.colostate.edu/the-science-of-weather-and-climate/
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Thermal Energy is the Total Kinetic Energy
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At the altitude at which the International Space Station orbits, the temperature
is about 1000°C.
At this altitude, there are about 2x1016 molecules in one cubic meter.
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Suppose a gas is in an insulated container, so that no heat energy
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can escape. If a piston is used to compress the gas, what happens
to the temperature of the gas?
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